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This document is by no means a comprehensive record of the life-span of a Gospel band, born in the Merseybeat era, 

rather a resumè formed by recollections and real records from band members dating from 1963 – 1993 (approx.). 

The band’s life spanned 30 years in which their aim to spread the Gospel of Jesus Christ remained paramount. There 

were many highs and lows during their time together and many challenges, changes and sacrifices to endure, with 

many people, mainly young people, coming to an amazing close relationship with God through their efforts and 

other Christian bands and artists of similar mind.  
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BACKGROUND/ORIGINS 
 
The Informers were founded in a very old (independent) Brethren Chapel in Mill Lane, in the West Derby district of 
Liverpool in approx. 1963, originally called ‘Olive Hall’, later, in the 60’s due to legislative condition it had to be 
renamed and became ‘West Derby Chapel 1958’ finally renamed to its current title ‘West Derby Evangelical Church 
some 15 or more years ago (precise date unknown as the band had all moved on to other places of worship at the 
time in different parts of Merseyside through marriage etc.).  
 
THE ORIGINAL BAND 
 

  
Photographs approx. 1963-5 

 
The founder members of the band, all young committed Christians, shown here in early 1960’s were –  
               (First photo: from left to right)  

a. Maurice Lee (guitar and vocal) – then still at school (age 15) 
b. Harry Reynolds (bass) – worked in Retail (age 17) 
c. Lew Eccleshall (drums) – still in school in 6th form (doing ‘A’ levels at West Derby High School for Boys, 

Liverpool.) (age 17) 
d. Phil Young (lead guitar and vocal) – Still in school one year below Lew at West Derby High School (age 16) 

 

Although they were all very keen to play, none of the 4 members who formed the original band were experienced 
musicians so could not play their instrument to its full potential at all (a lot of one-string chords, and a very, very 
feeble, uncoordinated and poor excuse at drumming, using a ‘borrowed’, ex-dance band set from many years 
before), but they all felt this is what they really wanted to do as young Christian men as a calling/conviction, they 
wanted to ‘do’ something to share their faith in a modern way. They also had the strong desire to simply be ‘in a 
Gospel band’ like so many others in the day, and to be part of the Gospel music scene which was thriving in 
Merseyside (and beyond) at that time.  
 

EARLY DAYS - PROBLEMS 
 

It must be said that the creation of such a ‘modern’ band of the time within 
the established Brethren church circles was quite revolutionary, but, they 
managed to succeed despite opposition. They believed in what they were 
trying to achieve, but were never supported 100% in their venture by the 
elders of the church, some of whom frowned upon the modern Merseybeat 
music scene as they believed ‘the drums were of the devil’.  
 
(Photos: left: posing in Maurice’s garden in the very, very early days plus an article (undated) 
sometime in the later 60’s) 
 

They were never allowed to play in the Chapel itself in case it caused 
offence to church members or elders, which created its own difficulties.  
However, some (younger !!! and a few ‘older’) elders were more tolerant of 
the band’s objectives and gave their encouragement and support in the 
band’s ministry (praise God!!!!!) but, from the outset, had it not then been 
for the practical hands-on help in their very early days, of Tom Cooper who 
was the organist at St Leonard’s Church, Bootle (home of The Crossbeats), 
and The Crossbeats themselves in practicing with them, as well as tutoring 

the band members in technique (The Crossbeats had already been performing to a high standard for some years 

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/West+Derby+Evangelical+Church/@53.4321378,-2.9124901,17z/data=!4m8!1m2!2m1!1schapel+near+West+Derby,+Liverpool!3m4!1s0x487b21f02c001e61:0xaf54bdb07eef3722!8m2!3d53.4312638!4d-2.9103403?hl=en
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prior to that in the church/coffee bar/youth club circuit etc.), and who then became good friends with the band at 
the time, The Informers would never have reached the competent level of musicianship they finally achieved. This 
experience allowed them then to widen their outlook and sometimes appear alongside the Crossbeats (such as Beat 
Capital 70) and frequently in parallel to them, along with other Christian bands, (or ‘Gospel bands’ as they were all 
called back then) over several years, appearing in many, many of the same venues over time.  
 
PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE 
 
In the early days of the band they seemed to be practising all the time, using either the front room of Phil’s parent’s 
house or the front room of Maurice’s parent’s house. Fortunately the neighbours were a little deaf, although living 
next to Phil’s parent’s house was a Christian couple who sort of 
tolerated the band’s music. Phil and Maurice lived in the same road so 
they met every night to practice; whilst collectively as a band they met 
on a Tuesday evening to rehearse.  
 
For a little while in the early days the band, on occasions, were allowed 
to rehearse in the old converted flat (called The Upper Room) above 
their church, which was used by the youth of the church and 
neighbourhood   as a ‘coffee bar’, but, such activities had to stay in that 
place at that time.              (Practising in front room in Vic & Lil Cubbon’s  
They also practised sometimes in the house of Vic and Lil Cubbon, two senior  home in Alder Road, West Derby) 
people, who were supporters in West Derby Chapel. The picture (above) shows them using homemade amplifiers 
and speakers as money was tight. A friend, Mr Sperrin, in Anfield, a skilled electrical engineer, was kind enough to 
make their amplifiers, speaker sets etc. in his shed for a very cheap, affordable price. 

 
TRANSPORTATION 
 

This was a big issue in the early days of the band as none of the band could 
drive when they first 
started and obviously 
they needed to 
transport the 
equipment to and 
from churches and 
other venues, so, 
collectively they 
decided to buy a trailer    (Glynn Jones with Phil and Mini-Moke) 

and build an enclosed, lockable aluminium unit on it    
(aluminium to keep the weight down). All of the main 
equipment just about fitted in the trailer, which, once filled 
was towed throughout Merseyside and the North West for 
several years by Maurice’s mother, Elsie, a member of their 
church.  
The trailer was also then used to store all the equipment 
between rehearsals and gigs, and was permanently parked 
in Phil’s mum’s garage.  
 

Although Elsie Lee herself did not like their style of music, 
she was extremely supportive of the band’s aims, and she 
would sit outside venues like the Catacombs in Manchester, 
knitting or reading and praying earnestly for 

          (photograph: Extract from regional local paper in mid-60’s)                 the band as they performed, that 
the Lord would use the music to bring young people to know the love of God, a prayer 
that, thankfully would be answered on many occasions over the years.  
 

Eventually the band members all passed their driving test but decided to get someone to 
manage the band and drive them from place to place and organise bookings. Glyn Jones, 
who also went to West Derby Chapel, took on this role but his car was a very small Mini-
Moke with a soft top. The Mini-Moke could just about pull the heavy trailer, and it was a      (Photo: Typical Mini-Moke in 60’s) 

struggle for the little car  
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On one occasion, travelling home over the Snake Pass from a gig in the Mustard Seed Coffee Bar in Sheffield, the 
snow came down extremely hard and the band nearly froze to death, with the trailer also skidding across the road 
several times.          

 
CHANGES IN BAND MEMBERS 
 

After a couple of years improving their musicianship (all self-
taught and self-developed during this time) and also having 
gained some valuable experience of playing and speaking in 
public, Harry Reynolds (bass) was destined to get married and 
move south to Bristol (where he still lives) and the band 
changed slightly to add a new bass player, Bill Scowcroft.  
The line-up was therefore now  
 

                           (Photo (right): ‘The Session Coffee Bar’, Chester - left to right)   
    

a. Phil Young (lead guitar and vocal) – working in a 
shipping office in Liverpool city centre) 

b. Lew Eccleshall (drums) – working for BT (GPO as was, in 
the clerical sector in Liverpool city centre) 

c. Maurice Lee (guitar and vocal) – still working for BT (GPO as was) in Liverpool 
d. Bill Scowcroft (bass)  - working for GPO in Liverpool on the mail section 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All the members were still centred on West Derby Chapel (formerly Olive Hall) at that time and it continued for a 
short while in this format, until about 1969 with an ever expanding catalogue of songs being built up, many of which 
were well known Christian songs and covers from other Christian bands, whilst more and more the band was 
experimenting with writing their own Christian material.  
 

The demand for bookings expanded greatly in that period to various places/churches all over (mainly) Merseyside, 
but also now with many beyond the region meaning very busy weekends for all and kept the bookings secretary Pam 
Craggs, a close friend of the band from their church, on her toes.  
 

Many became repeat appearances where the name of The Informers became firmly established, particularly in the 
Coffee Bar/Church Youth Group scene with the likes of ‘The Drawbridge Coffee Bar’ run by Tom Collins, Birkenhead, 
‘Cottenham Street Baptist’, Kensington, Liverpool; ‘Spellow Lane Church’, Liverpool, ‘St Peters Church’, Woolton, 
Liverpool, where the band played regularly on the stage where the Quarrymen, and latterly the Beatles first started 
their music career; ‘The Mustard Seed’, Sheffield; ‘Session Coffee Bar’ Chester; ‘The Fishnet Coffee Bar’, Stourbridge, 
West Bromwich; ‘Ark Coffee Bar’ in Derby; ‘Maranatha Coffee Bar’, Liverpool, ‘The Wigwam Coffee Bar’ Heywood, 
Lancs,  and many, many others. The band also, via the organiser, Alan Godson, had a regular monthly date at ‘The 
Catacombs’ in Manchester, a very popular Christian venue attracting very large crowds of young people during that 
time.  
 

There were also many dates the band played in and around the Leigh and Wigan areas including a concert for the 
organisation ‘Christians in Sport’ headed by Ian Smith, a great supporter of the band for many years and who was 
able to help stage events at which the band were invited to play. These and many more different style of bookings 
continued over many years. 
 

One of the many events which featured The Informers on a regular basis in a variety of locations throughout the 
North was the popular ‘Children’s Christian Crusade’ (CCC) run by children’s evangelist Ralph Chambers at his 
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‘Number One Gospel Disco’ which always featured a Gospel band amongst the many activities/quizzes etc. he staged 
at each location. 
 
There were several occasions when the band worked in partnership with established evangelists on the circuit, e.g. 
Ian Knox (now a retired solicitor) and Peter Partington (now a retired African Missionary), supporting major events 
they either ran, or at which they were guest speakers, sometimes on unique Christian campaign events.  
 

In 1969 Bill Scowcroft left the band and was replaced on bass by Derek Christoffer, who was already known to the 
band members and who eventually met and married a girl, Jenny, from West Derby Chapel where they all attended. 
Derek had played bass guitar for a few years before joining them, he played for a band called ‘His Servants’ and then 
came to ‘The Informers’ as an experienced bass player. 
 

So, their line-up was now …. 
 

a. Maurice Lee (guitar and vocal) – still working 
for BT (GPO as it was) in Liverpool   

b. Phil Young (lead guitar and vocal) – now 
running his own Freight Forwarding Company 
based in Manchester.  

c. Lew Eccleshall (drums) – now working for BT 
(GPO as was, in the clerical sector in Liverpool) 

d. Derek Christoffer (bass) - (Fireman in north end 
of Merseyside) 
 

(Photograph (right) shows The Informers in the 70’s working with 
‘Children’s Christian Crusade’ (CCC) run by children’s evangelist 
Ralph Chambers at his ‘Number One Gospel Disco’ (photo location 
unknown) –  
 

RECORDINGS 
 

Sadly, the band only released one record under the name ‘The Informers’ 
during their whole time together, which was a limited issue (due to cost – 
the record was self-funded) and was recorded at CAM records in Liverpool 
city centre in May 1971 (year of decimalisation).  
The 45rpm vinyl contained two 
songs, both written by the band 
members in their earlier days and 
improved upon and fine-tuned 
over time, until it was finally 
recorded in 1971. The ‘A’ side, a 
track called ‘Jennifer’, was written 
in 1965, one of their first, and 
favourite, attempts at song-
writing, which basically became 
their signature tune over time and was played in almost (if not all !!!) 
venues thereafter.  
 

‘Jennifer’, written in 1966, was a fairly upbeat song depicting the decision 
of a young girl to run away from home on her 16th birthday to ‘find’ 
something better than her poor home life gave her, and maybe even find 
God. She had been clearly touched by the Christian message at some point 
in her life and wanted more out of life. It featured Phil on lead vocal and 
Maurice in support. In ‘live’ performances this song also featured a lengthy 

(Photo: Record Order Form – note the price!  in     drum solo, greatly altered for timing for the recording. (NB: This track has 
‘old money’ that would have been 9s 6d or 9/6d)     no connection whatsoever with the Beatle’s song ‘She’s Leaving Home’ with 
 

a very similar theme (Sergeant  Pepper’s Album), which was not released until 1967). 
 
On the ‘B’ side a gentler, rhythmical track called ‘Looking’, written in 1967 (or 1968?), by which time they had begun 
to write more and more of their own material. Phil also took lead vocals on this song with again Maurice in full 
support. This song explored one person’s feelings, lost in life, seeking love from anyone, even from God perhaps, 
seeking someone to simply ‘care’ for them, a feeling the band found so often as they travelled around that was 
expressed by so many young people of the day. God was the answer in the song.  
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There were only ever 99 copies of the single produced to prevent paying purchase tax on them at the time – (100+ 
attracted tax) - which would have added cost they could ill afford back then.  
 

The limited pressing therefore tends to put the disc in the ‘rare’ category of the time in their genre for collectors of 
vinyl. The record was taken around by the band on their various gigs and sold wherever they could, to try to recover 
their outlay. A few were probably signed by all the band members at the request of people who bought them, so any 
surviving signed copies are probably quite rare. No further pressings were ever made due to cost. 
 
Check out the tracks below (apologies for any parts in poor quality – lost in the translation from vinyl to MP3 file). 

Jennifer.mp3
   

Looking.mp3
 

 
 

Some snapshot examples of diary dates in 1969 are shown here; 
 
 
January 3rd     – Caribou Coffee Bar, Eastham 
January 4th       – (Afternoon) - Sunday School Anniversary Ash Street, Bootle  
January 4th      - (Evening) – ‘AD’69’ coffee bar, St Helens 
January 19th   – St Leonards’ Church, Bootle (Home Church of The Crossbeats) 
February 14th – Caribou Coffee Bar, Eastham 
February 15th – Baptist Church, Bootle 
February 16th – St Peters Woolton, Liverpool 
February 20th – Signpost Coffee Bar Culceth Warrington 
February 22nd – Church of Burnage Coffee Bar, Manchester 
February 23rd – Croxteth Baptist Church, Liverpool 
(Records not available for March) 
April 4th   – St Benedict’s Youth Club 

April 5th   – Catacombs, Manchester 
April 11th – Saturday Club – Everton 
April 17th – Kids Youth Club – Leigh 
April 20th – Aintree Youth Centre, Liverpool – Disco 
April 25th – Gospel Disco No1 - Ralph Chambers – Manchester  
May 2nd   – Catacombs, Manchester 
May 17th – Caravanning Club, Macclesfield (open-air concert) 
May 23rd – Crossroads Coffee Bar, Wrexham (College Christian Union) 
June 6th   – BBQ, Eccles, Manchester  
June 27th – Gospel Fete & BBQ, Shipley 

               (Photo: The Informers outside The Mustard Seed    (Photo: An unknown venue with Anne on board as vocalist,  
                              Coffee Bar/Restaurant, Sheffield)            probably in the early 70’s) 
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(Photo: A summer, outdoor event – name and date unknown)       (Photo: Early Concert (1977) at Rainhill Village Hall later to be used for their  
         farewell concert in the early 90’s). 
 
 

 

           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            (Photo: Catacombs prayer letter - courtesy of Crossbeats website)                      (Spellow Lane Church, Liverpool – 1966/7?) 

 

BEAT CAPITAL 70 

 
In January 1970, the band (above 
centre and left) took part in their first 
major Christian concert (Beat Capital 
70) in the Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool, 

alongside several other established Christian artists and bands, a major 
milestone achievement for this young band.  

(Photo: Children’s Christian Crusade newspaper 
     publicity of its day)  
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The other artists taking part in the concert included The Crossbeats, Time Ltd, Trinity Folk, and featured Keith 
Ryecroft, a well-known  contemporary Christian poet of the time, all of whom were actively involved in the Coffee 
Bar, Youth Club, Christian Concert, Schools, Church circuit etc. 

The Crossbeats     Time Ltd   Trinity Folk  Keith Ryecroft 
 

   (Photos above: all extracted from the Beat Capital 70 Programme on sale to mark the occasion) 
 

The band also played in many outdoor and unusual Christian events/venues over their time including on the back of 
a farm trailer in Hale, Liverpool, for a special youth event; a barn in Woodplumpton, Lancashire and other very 
memorable times in Newcastle City Centre at an open air Christian rally; 

in Lord Street, Southport in the front 
gardens of Christ Church (which was 
also part of a decommissioned 
graveyard – the drums were actually 
set up on a very old horizontal grave 
stone), also on the now 
decommissioned Royal Iris Mersey 
Ferry, used for many concerts and 
public events, playing on a mini-cruise 
out from the Pier Head to the Mersey 
Bar and back as part of a special  
Christian celebration, and many, many     (The Informers with Shirley (left) and Anne (right))  

         (Photo: Newcastle City Centre)         more. In the mid-70’s the band re-shaped itself again and introduced two female 
singers, Shirley Barkey (who also played rhythm guitar and wrote songs) and who now lives in Aylesbury and helps to 
distribute clothes and food to the needy from their local church and Anne Fullerton, whom they met at another 
‘borrowed’ venue, Northfield Church, Bootle, used for a short time for rehearsals and eventually invited them to join 
the band.  
 

This combination of 6 however, did not survive very long and Shirley eventually left for pastures new leaving the line 
up now as Maurice (guitar and vocal), Phil (lead guitar and vocal), Lew (drums) Derek (bass), and Anne Fullerton 
(vocals). 
 

All the band members were now however physically ‘scattered’ across Merseyside and beyond due to marriage and 
changes to personal circumstances etc., but came together for weekly rehearsals in a borrowed Air Training Corps 
HQ building in Knotty Ash, Liverpool (right behind Ken Dodd’s house) and also for travel to bookings. 
 

 

a. Maurice, now married, was based at, and actively involved in, as Church Secretary, Trinity Evangelical 
Church, Rainhill, Merseyside, close to where he now lived, including involvement in their music worship.  

b. Phil, married, lived near Chorley, Lancs but did not attend any local church at that time. 
c. Lew, married, remained at West Derby Chapel with his wife and growing family despite now living in Mossley 

Hill, South Liverpool, some 5 miles away, for a further 10 years or so. His wife, Eira, took on the mantle of 
replacement booking secretary for a few years after Pam Craggs left. 

d. Derek, who originally lived in Orrell Park near Aintree in Liverpool, married and settled in Formby in North 
Liverpool, then moved on to Lydiate. After leaving The Informers, and a change of job to the Police, he joined 
a gospel band ‘The Believers’ and eventually became established in Maghull Chapel where he was a founder 
member of their own worship band, ‘Who’s that in the Middle?’ (which then became ‘SOZO’ (Greek for 
‘saved/made whole’)). 

e. Anne was living in a shared flat, first in Bootle, north Liverpool then near Sefton Park in South Liverpool and 
attending initially Emmanuel Church, Bootle, and later the church relocated to new premises in Netherton, 
where she was a Warrant Officer in the Boys’ Brigade and sang as a duo with Shirley Ward (later Barkey). 
 
 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Trinity+Evangelical+Church/@53.4191478,-2.7723341,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x487b1c3c60d06a37:0xb1355349524219e1!8m2!3d53.4191478!4d-2.7701454?hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Trinity+Evangelical+Church/@53.4191478,-2.7723341,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x487b1c3c60d06a37:0xb1355349524219e1!8m2!3d53.4191478!4d-2.7701454?hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/West+Derby+Evangelical+Church/@53.4312638,-2.912529,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x487b21f02c001e61:0xaf54bdb07eef3722!8m2!3d53.4312638!4d-2.9103403?hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Maghull+Chapel/@53.514011,-2.9264501,3a,75y,287.36h,88.9t/data=!3m7!1e1!3m5!1sSrlNFcwQDUZLBApMQJhVtw!2e0!6s%2F%2Fgeo0.ggpht.com%2Fcbk%3Fpanoid%3DSrlNFcwQDUZLBApMQJhVtw%26output%3Dthumbnail%26cb_client%3Dsearch.TACTILE.gps%26thumb%3D2%26w%3D86%26h%3D86%26yaw%3D244.15532%26pitch%3D0%26thumbfov%3D100!7i13312!8i6656!4m5!3m4!1s0x487b22b8fbe752e3:0xc271a9fbe9eab54b!8m2!3d53.513932!4d-2.9267318!6m1!1e1?hl=en
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A CHANGE OF NAME AND MAJOR MOVE TO PLAY GOSPEL SONGS IN THE COMMERCIAL ‘CLUB’ CIRCUIT 
 
 

The band (now renamed ‘Sound Advice’) 
initially began playing some commercial 
gigs at the ODVA clubs (Orrell and District 
Veterans Association) in North Liverpool as 
well as their range of Christian venues and 
from there began to get bookings from 
some agents attending the gigs. After a run 
of many years of very successful 
appearances to the mid-80’s, Derek 
decided to leave the band to pursue his 
own interests at his home church, so Phil         (Photo: Outside St Peter’s Church, Woolton) 
took over the role on bass and vocal. It was about this time that the band 
discussed the possibility of seriously branching out and potentially taking their 
Gospel music to a much wider, more commercial audience than it had hitherto 
reached. Following lengthy discussion it was decided to approach a couple of 

(Photo: (Publicity leaflet for Sound Advice)      commercial Merseyside booking agents to try to get accepted onto their books.  
  

This was finally achieved and to cater for the demands of the commercial audiences, their repertoire of songs had to 
be vastly increased over a fairly short time to include many of the then current popular tracks, including dipping back 
into popular 60’s material (Beatles, Eagles, Drifters, and many, many others).  
 

The name change for the band had been agreed some time before, from ‘The 
Informers’ (informing the people of the Gospel) to ‘Sound Advice’ (giving sound 
advice about the Gospel message in song).  
 

This move was now reinforced by the agents as more appealing to the 
commercial sector yet still carried the essence of the band’s grounding in taking 
a form of ‘message’ to a wider audience.      
   

The agreement reached between the agents and Sound Advice was conditional 
upon the band being allowed to play the first set of any gig, however long, using 
only their Gospel material, whilst any subsequent sets would be the wider 
known commercial songs. This format seemed to be generally accepted by many 
audiences although it was often very difficult to get the Gospel across in these 
clubs as people clearly appreciated the music, but wanted more and more of the 
then current pop music. But, at the end of the day the word of God was heard in 
new places.               (Photo: Outside St Peter’s Church, Woolton) 
 

Most of the band was now married, except Anne at this stage, who 
was to marry soon after and was destined then to leave the band, 
some had growing children on the scene and work commitments in 
different parts of the country which made it extremely difficult to 
sustain the previously strong links and closeness. 
 

The final line-up which then endured for many years before they 
finally disbanded in the early 90’s after a final concert at the Village 
Hall, Rainhill, Merseyside, (a venue they had enjoyed a successful 
concert before in 1977, - Anne’s farewell concert with the band), was 
as follows   
 

a. Maurice Lee (guitar and vocal)  
b. Phil Young (bass and vocal)  
c. Lew Eccleshall (drums)       (Photo – sad times, the break-up is announced in early 90’s) 
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW???  

a. Maurice Lee (guitar and vocal)  
Eventually left BT and joined British Gas as a Senior Manager for the telecoms 
division. He retired from there and became owner and Managing Director of his 
own Telecoms Company, ‘Premises Networks Management PLC’. In 2007 they 
were acquired by ‘Telent’, where he was Director for about 5 years before he 
formed another company in 2012 called ‘Eximus Solutions Ltd’ which he still 
owns today. He is now a grandfather several times over and still working. He 
became part of the leadership team of the Trinity Church, Rainhill, in his younger 
days as well as leading the music worship there for many years.  
He currently worships at Bethel Church, Liverpool 

b. Phil Young (bass guitar and vocal) 

Also a grandfather several times over and recently retired in 2016 after a long 
career mainly in Logistics and Business Consultancy. He currently lives in Euxton 
near Chorley, Lancs and sadly, he no longer plays music in a band. He attends a 
local church. Phil has had some health issues with two new hips etc., but all is 
now well. 

 

c. Lew Eccleshall (drums)  
 

Now a grandfather several times over, eventually transferred his church base 
from the original Brethren church to All Hallows C of E church, in Allerton, South 
Liverpool in 1984 where he remains to this day as an active member involved 
over the years in many, many facets of church life, including numerous 
committees, leading house-groups, leading Youth Groups, and although having 
moved house within South Liverpool during this time, still lives close to his home 
church. 
 
He went on to play drums with the church’s own worship band 
for many years after Sound Advice disbanded, until side-lining 
the drums in 2002 in favour of focussing on his other passion, 
upgrading and operating their sound and AV installation for 

services at All Hallows, which he steered through several stages 
of modernisation to its current high standard. 
 
He retired from BT in 1998 after 33+ years, following a couple of 

very serious health scares but after recovery spent 3 years 
working for the Royal National Institute for the Blind (RNIB)                       (Photo (above):  Lew– in the very early days in    

in Liverpool, Merseyside and Cheshire as a Fundraiser, first in a                     the 60’s, note the home-made speaker  

part-time capacity, and eventually returning to full-time after                      cabinets, all they could afford at the time) 

18 months or so. 
                        

It was about this time he hooked up with old friends Eddie Boyes and his brother John of the Crossbeats, 
alongside several other established Christian musicians from various sources and a large mixed choir, 
where they played together in several major contemporary Christian presentations appearing over a wide 
geographic area in the North West and spread over approx. 2-3 years. 
 

It was also during this period, he hooked up again with the former bass player of the Informers / Sound 
Advice, Derek, and his band in Maghull, then called ‘GRACE’, later to become ‘Who’s that in the Middle?’ 
and provided backing on one of the band’s early CD recordings of Christian music. 
 

Sadly, health became an issue again and Lew was forced to give up his RNIB job in 2000 after about 3 years 
as well as playing in any further presentations. After a triple heart by-pass op and a lengthy recuperation he 
finally joined Liverpool Cathedral in October 2001. Over his time there he undertook a range of managerial 
and administrative roles finally retiring in June 2016 after 15 years, still, thankfully, in ‘good’ health. 
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https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Euxton/@53.6670233,-2.7160522,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x487b0d74ef9ada77:0x351725b17b1e6762!8m2!3d53.669783!4d-2.674662?hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Euxton/@53.6670233,-2.7160522,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x487b0d74ef9ada77:0x351725b17b1e6762!8m2!3d53.669783!4d-2.674662?hl=en
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/All+Hallows+C+Of+E+Church/@53.3809272,-2.9061893,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x487b202345dc90c7:0xc6085809e3f0d919!8m2!3d53.3809272!4d-2.9040006?hl=en
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d. Anne Wentworth (vocals).   
 

Anne got married in 1977 and went to live in Crosby, Merseyside and then, 
after living in various locations in the South of England over the following 10 
years, moved to Hull and finally settled in Ripon, North Yorkshire, where she 
and her husband raised a family and set up a very successful wood-mill/timber 
business, which still thrives today run by family members.   
 

Anne recently sang for a while with a U3A (University of the Third Age) group in 
Ripon, consisting of her and 4 guys and using general commercial material. She 
is currently thinking of joining them again this year. 

 

 
e. Derek Christoffer (bass)   

 

Now also a grandfather several times over, left the fire service in 1974 and 
joined Merseyside Police. In 1985, whilst still in the Police, he and his wife set 
up a B & B business in S wales for a year or so with close friends as partners, 
eventually leaving the business, returning to Lydiate, Merseyside and retiring 
from the Police force a few years ago. 
 

He then set up his own local garden maintenance business for a short time but 
has since stepped back from that also. He still attends Maghull Chapel 
Evangelical where he is an active member of their worship band, (‘Who’s that in 
the Middle?’ later to become ‘SOZO’ (Greek for ‘saved/made whole’)), not only 
playing in their own church on a regular basis for Sunday worship, but they are also kept very busy  
playing elsewhere on demand to a wide variety of audiences. 
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